
PreParation for the skiing marathon – training

No doubt the Tartu 63 km skiing marathon 
is the most popular winter sport event in Es-
tonia. This year it was held for the 40th time. 
The number of participants has been different 
over the years but thanks to last years’ snowy 
winters, numbers have been sharply increasing 
and if only the organisers could handle more 
people there definitely would be more partici-
pants. This year the limit was ca. 8,000 partici-
pants.

Preparation for the skiing marathon is differ-
ent for different people. For some it already 
starts the summer before, for some only a few 
months before the marathon. But it is clear 

that skiing such a long distance without any training is impossible, so in order to look normal on the finish 
line it is reasonable to ski at least 300 km before. However professionals say that training a couple of months 
before marathon has no point, that with this time one cannot build a sufficient level because the question is, 
is the aim just to ski the distance or also ski to hit a good time.

Thus as a hobbyist I started training when the snow came which was in the beginning of December. This 
winter as well as the last one supported practicing because there was always enough snow. I tried at least 
3 times per week to hit the tracks and ski at least 1,5 hours at once. Experts say that trainings that are less 
than 1,5 hours long are pointless for the marathon training aim, it is rather suggested to ski with low pulse 
longer for 2–2,5 hours. But finding this time on daily basis is rather complicated. Besides, the weather was 
often so cold that after 1,5 hours on the tracks my hands were completely frozen. Fighting the cold is a sub-
ject on its own which I tackle a little further down and also in a separate eating column. Low pulse I already 
mentioned, if you don’t have a pulse-watch and do not know much about your pulse rate then the best way 
to watch your tempo is when you can breathe normally while speaking to your co-trainer. In the first part 
of the training period it is suggested to ski longer distances with a low pulse and as the time gets closer to 
the marathon the distances should get shorter and the training intensity can be raised. It is certainly benefi-
cial to ski a couple of longer distances like 30–40 km in order to test whether you have enough stamina to 
go to a long marathon. Important is also to sometimes make more intensive trainings. A week before the 
marathon is good to make a so-called exhaustive training, which means that you ski with a maximum power 
for a longer, marathon like distance. The best option for this would be another marathon, where one can 
compete against others and test how the body behaves in a competition situation; this is certainly a good 
experience in order to feel in best shape at the season’s highlight event. During the last week before the 
marathon it is not suggested to make very intensive trainings because otherwise it can happen that you will 
be too exhausted during the marathon.

This year the weatherman set quite a challenge for the participants, because the weather was very cold, in 
the morning -28 degrees. Thus they also shifted the start by one hour so that it could get a little warmer and 
indeed at noon it was only -15 :). Actually this freezing cold required buying some additional equipment like 
boot covers, masks, vests, extra internal gloves and the like. Besides it was suggested to tape the face to avoid 
damage. So we all looked exactly the same – unrecognisable plastered faces on the tracks but it saved us.
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